
.Specific signals to ensure optimum
CAY performance. Custom signals
also available.

.Optional component digital (D1-
4:2:2) signals to meet SMPTE
RP125-l987 standards.

.Optional composite digital (D2)
outputs of all available NTSC test
signals.

.Optional composite digital (D2) to
analog (NTSC) converter module.

.Digital signal storage for greater
precision and reliable replication.

.Modular design allows easy testing
and maintenance.

.4 versions of the 1515 are available
to suit specific needs. Each version
supports composite and GBR formats
plus the following component analog
formats:

Version M ...M-IITM

Version S SMPTE Parallel
Version SP ...Betacam TM and

Betacam SpTM

Version U Universal: BetacamTM
+ M-IITM + SMPTE
+ S- VHS + formats

.Sized for side-by-side rack mount-
ing with a waveform monitor/

vectorscope.
.Full genlock with remote control-

.l2-character source ID.

.Black burst option to provide full
RS-170A sync generator capability.

.Dual Timing Pulses and Timing
Bow tie test signals to guarantee
precise interchannel timing and
amplitude measurements in CAV.



timing can be adjusted from 45 micro-
seconds of advance to 15 microseconds
of delay, and overlaid on the test signal
for viewing on a picture monitor and
setting.
The reference input is switch-selectable,
loop-through or 75 Ohm internally ter-
minated. If a reference input is available,
it is selected when the front panel
Genlock control is activated.

-BLACK BURST/

PULSE OUTPUT
With the addition of these options,
consisting of black burst and pulse
output boards, the 1515 can be used as
a master reference signal generator.
These options are available individually
(Option -01 and Option -02) or as a
combination (Option -03).

-COMPONENT

DIGITAL OUTPUT
This option (Option -04) provides 4:2:2
component digital signals to SMPTE
RP125-1987 standards. 75% Color Bars
are available at the output connector
with any signal selection from the
bottom three rows; selections from the
top row yield, respectively: 75% Color
Bars; 5 MHz Line Sweep with 2T Pulse
and Bar; a Split Field signal of
Luminance (4.5 MHz HF linearity) and
Color-Difference (1.5 MHz HF
linearity) with valid ramps, plus 100%
Color Bars; Dual Timing Pulses and
Bow tie combination. All signals are
provided at the RP125 standard of 8 bits.
Alternately available are 10-bit signals
(Option -04T) or rear panel switching
between 8-bitand 10-bit signals
(Option -04B).

D2 VTR TESTING SYSTEM

MAGNI 1510A OR 1515

Providing both Component Analog
Video and Composite NTSC test sig-
nals, the Magni 1515 fills a vital niche
in today's studio or post-production
environment by allowing the perform-
ance of equipment in either format to
be measured without costly duplication
of test instrumentation. Test signals
specific to CA V requirements are
included with commonly-used NTSC
signals, with component and/or
composite digital video test signals
optionally available, to provide
maximum flexibility in a single unit.
Composite digital to NTSC analog
conversion is also available.

-PRECISION

TEST SIGNALS FOR

MULTIPLE FORMATS
Sixteen front panel buttons provide
easy selection of the more than 48 test
signals -many of which are a matrix of
several signals for increased speed and
accuracy of measurement -configured
into the 1515. Composite NTSC as well
as CAV signals are provided, with such
frequently-used signals as Color Bars
available in both formats to verify the
performance of encoding/decoding
equipment.
The Signal Chart provides an overview
of the standard test signals supplied with
each version of the 1515, as well as their
possible applications.
Please contact Magni Applications
Engineering if you have a requirement
for a test signal not listed here: we will
be happy to quote on the development
of custom signals (see also "Signal
Development").

-GENLOCK
The 1515 may be sync and burst locked
(fully genlocked) to an external reference
signal or operated from its own internal
oscillator. When locked to an external
reference input, the generator maintains
zero SC-H phase and color framing in
NTSC format. Timing of the 1515's
internal clock to the external reference
signal is programmable with toggle
switches on the rear panel, or remotely
controllable. This horizontal delay

3 or 6-input waveform monitor and
vectorscope (e.g., Magni WFMS30/
VSS30 or WFMS60NSS60)







-SIGNAL

DEVELOPMENT
Special signal development software is
available to allow users of the Magni
2015/2021 programmable signal gener-
ators to produce signals and program
PROMS for the 1515 Series. Details and
limitations of this software can be
obtained from Magni Applications
Engineering .

-COMPOSITE

DIGITAL OUTPUT
This option (Option -05) provides a
composite digital (D2) signal output at
the rear for all the NTSC signals from
the 1515. This output is in addition to
the NTSC output, which is simul-
taneouslyavailable.

-D2 TO ANALOG

TRANSCODING
This option (Option -05K) accepts a
composite digital (D2) signal and trans-
codes it to an analog (NTSC) signal.
Two isolated NTSC outputs are avail-
able. In combination with Option -05,
this feature allows the total monitoring of
a D2 system (see Diagram).

-RACK MOUNT/

PORTABLE OPTIONS
Occupying a half-rack space (5Y4
inches), the 1515 is an ideal companion
to a half-rack waveform monitor,
vectorscope, or switcher with the
optional rackmount (Option -30)
available. Where the anticipated
applications require not just a wide
range of signals, but portability-
maintenance, R&D, and so on- the
standard cabinet with built-in handle
offers a practical solution.

-SOURCE ID
Signal source identification may also be
displayed on a picture monitor through a
programmable 12-ch.aracter overlay.
Rear panel toggle switches select the
cursor position and the letter/numeral/
symbol required. This setting may be
remotely controlled. A separate "power-
up" readout can also be programmed.

-APL (AVERAGE

PICTURE LEVEL) MODE
In APL Mode, test signals of 10% or
90% APL are provided by inserting 0%
or 100% luminance level on four out of
every five lines.

-SIGNAL OUTPUTS
Each instrument provides three signal
sources, with each available on two
isolated BNC connectors. Adpater
cables for connection to a Betacam TM

or M-IITM 12-pin connector are available.

High- and low-frequency linearity test signal, for
checking such equipment as encoders over a full
range of input and output amplitudes.

The Dual Timing Pulses signal allows Component
Analog timing and gain adjustments, even after
component signals are encoded to NTSC.

linearities in S-VHS and ED Beta recorders.

Noise coring signal, to test and adjust high-
frequency noise coring circuits.

Low-frequency linearity testing with a 30 Hz field0.2 MHz to 6.0 MHz Field Sweep with markers
for the ISISSP.



Sampling

Accuracy

NTSC Outputs

Identification

Output Impedance/Return Loss
Luminance Amplitude Accuracy
Chrominance-to-Luminance Gain

Chrominancecto-Luminance Delay
Frequency Domain Response
Pulse-to-Bar Ratio (2T Pulse)
Differential Gain/Phase (NTSC)
Subcarrier Stability
APL
Optional D2 Output

4x subcarrier (14.31818 MHz)
10 bits :!:0.5bits,output-1
8 bits :!: 0.25 bits, output-2
8 bits :!: 0.25 bits, output-3
Conform to RS-170A
SC-H phase = 0.0 :!: 50

12-character overlay (senings from rear panel or
remote control)
75 ohm 140 dB to 5.0 MHz
:!:1%
<:!: 1%
<:!:5 ns
<1% t04.5 MHz
I :!: 0.005
0.5% 10.5°
3.579545 MHz :!: 10 Hz
Hi (90% APL) or Lo (10% APL) on 4 of5 lines
10-bit, conforming to the current "Proposed
American National Standard for Digital Encoding
of Composite Video Signals (System M/NTSC)"
2 isolated outputs of NTSC signals from an
incoming D2 signal.

Optional D2-to-Analog OutpU!

Genlock

M-Il is a registered trademark of Matsushita
Industrial Electric Ltd

Betacam and Betacam SP are registered
trademarks of Sony Corporation

Magni and Magni Systems are registered
trademarks of Magni Systems, Inc.

Copyright i[) 1989, Magni Systems, Inc All
rights reserved. Magni products are covered by
U.S and foreign patents issued and pending.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Genlock Source
Burst Amplitude
Sync Amplitude
Burst Frequency (NTSC)

Input
Return Loss

Sync Jitter
Subcarrier Jitter

Delay Timing (Horizontal)

Composite video or black burst signals required.
286 mY pk-pk + 31-6 dB
286 mY pk-pk +31-6dB
3.579545 MHz :!0 20 Hz
75 Ohm loop-thru
>40 dB to 4.0 MHz
<I ns
<0.5'
45f1s advance to 15f1s delay in <2' steps from rear
panel (also remotely controllable)

Setup at 7.5 IRE, Sync at -40 IRE and Burst at
40 IRE pk-pk.
4.0 :t 0.4V
10.511S nominal
20 lines
75 Ohm, 30 dB to 4.2 MHz
2Vpk-pk :to.2V
3.579545 MHz :t 10 Hz

Black Burst Output

Composite Sync and Composite Blanking Amplitude
H Blanking Duration
V Blanking Duration

Impedance Return/Loss
Subcarrier Output Amplitude

Frequency
Environmental Magni Systems, Inc,

9500 S, W, Gemini Drive
Beaverton, Oregon 97005
U,S,A"

(503) 626-8400
(800) 237-5964
FAX: (503) 626-6225
TLX: 650-2769743MCI

Voltage
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature

90-130 Vac or 180-250 Vac
0° to + so°C
-55° to + 75°C

Width

Height

Depth

Weight

8.5" (216mm)

5.25"(133mm)
16.40"(417mm)
10.0 pounds (4.5kg)


